TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL: W.E. Anderson Set 2 IP in + 1950's for This Corner in Relation To HG Stelzig Tract Survey
"Corner is Now Gone"

CONDITION
FOUND:

No Witness

COMMENTS: This corner set by using data from G.S. Map A-562. See Map A-562.

REWITNESS

SET: 1 1/4" Iron Pipe 12" Below Surface from Map A-562

4" x 4" x 48" Post B.W. EAST 192 feet S.E.

NEW ACCESSORY:
P P E4 206 24 S12W 734'

COMMENTS: This Corner is in Driveway going Southerly off of Brickyard Loop Road

IN THE PRESENCE OF: G. Arthur

DATE: 8-30-67

PHOTO: Sec. Title

CoK: S. Skinner

County corner tag affixed.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL:

MAP A-1645
MAP A-2464
MAP A-494
MAP A-562

CONDITION

FOUND: 1 1/4" IRON PIPE

FOUND

P# E4-206 24
S 72° W 73.94'

P# E4-99 41 RP4
N 22° W 72.95'

FOUND

4"x4"x9" WCP 19° EAST

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH A 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TIE & CEMENT IN POSITION OF FOUND IRON PIPE

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER SET BY USING DATA FROM COUNTY SURVEYOR'S MAP A-562 AND EXISTING CORNER

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

GALE ARTHUR DAN MCNUTT

DATE: 5-74

PHOTO#:

TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.